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Scope 

 

To obtain a comprehensive view of the contamination status of areas possibly affected by dumped 
munitions the data collected from field measurements needs to be assessed not only per single 
parameter but also in an integrated manner. However, currently there are no specific integrative or 
statistical methods specially designed for environmental assessments of dumped munitions, which can 
mostly be regarded similar to any contaminant point source present in the seabed and leaking out toxic 
substances. Thus, some recently developed and applied data integration methodologies are briefly 
presented in this document with key references to literature. In addition, one of the methodologies, 
the Integrated Biomarker Response (IBR), is described in more detail since it has recently been 
successfully applied in studies at munition dumping areas in the Baltic Sea.   

Summary of the method/ROP 

The data integration methods presented here to be used for the assessment of contamination status of 
dumping areas consist of measured chemical (concentrations) and biological (effects) parameters. The 
choice of the method applied depends on the properties of the data set at hand, and, e.g., the scope 
and representativeness of the parameters and availability of specific threshold values, and therefore no 
general recommendations on the preferred method can be presented. 

Safety aspects 

Not relevant. 

Documentation 

The data for used for any of the integrative assessments should ideally be completely independent 
from each other. The data should also be quality checked and available for users as original data per 
single parameter; this is important for transparency (avoiding misinterpretations and misuse of the 
integrated indices), possible recalculations and comparisons using different methodologies available, 
and also the possibility to examine only the single parameters and their interactions. 
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Methods 

Examples of data integration approaches 

OSPAR Integrated Monitoring and Assessment of Contaminants approach 

Developed by the Oslo and Paris Convention (OSPAR Commission) and Expert Groups of the 
International Council for the Exploration of the Sea (ICES), the methodology1,2 is based on a multistep 
“traffic light” data aggregation from different matrices using equivalent background (BAC) or 
environmental (EAC) assessment criteria both for contaminants and biological effects, allowing a simple 
graphical presentation. The initial comparisons determine whether the parameter and site 
combinations are < BAC (blue), between the BAC and EAC (green), or > EAC (red). This summarized 
status indicator defined for each parameter can then be integrated with others in different ways. 

Chemical Status Assessment Tool (CHASE) 

Developed and applied by the Helsinki Commission (HELCOM), CHASE3 integrates data on hazardous 
substances in water, sediments and biota as well as bioeffect indicators and is based on a substance or 
bioeffect specific calculation of a “contamination ratio”, which is the ratio between an observed 
concentration/bioeffect and a threshold value. 

Weight-of-Evidence (WOE) approaches 

Different WOE approaches have been developed during the years. One of the recent ones4 has been 
very successfully applied in marine areas and consists of logical flow-charts elaborating results from 
single “lines of evidence” based on several chemical and biological parameters, normative guidelines or 
scientific evidence. The data are then summarized into specific synthetic indices prior to their 
integration into an overall evaluation. 

Integrated Biomarker Index (IBR) 

The IBR was originally developed as a graphical tool based on the calculation of Star Plot areas and 
applied to biochemical biomarkers5 but its use has since been extended to cover all kinds of biological 
effects6 . In studies of effects of dumped munitions in the Baltic Sea it has been applied to laboratory-
exposed7 and field-caged mussels8 and wild caught fish9, 10. The same methodology based on parameter 
standardisation has also been applied in the description of total tissue load of contaminants with 
comparisons with parallel biological effects data11. 

Calculation procedure 

For each biomarker: 

(1) Calculation of mean and SD for each sampling site (or in case of an experiment, treatment); 

(2) Standardisation of data for each site: xi’ = (xi – mean x) / s, where x = standardised value of the 
biomarker, xi = mean value of a biomarker from each site, mean x = mean of the biomarker calculated 
for all the sites, and s = standard deviation calculated for the site-specific values of each biomarker. 
Result: variance = 1, mean = 0. 

(3) Using standardised data, addition of the value obtained for each site to the absolute (=non-
negative) value of the minimum value in the data set: B = xi’ + ׀xmin׀. Result: adjusts the lowest value in 
the set to zero. 

For all the biomarkers treated this way: 

(4) Calculation of Star Plot areas by multiplication of the obtained value of each biomarker (Bi) with the 
value of the next biomarker, arranged as a set, dividing each calculation by 2. 

(5) Summing-up of all values: {[(B1 x B2)/2] + [(B2 x B3)/2] + … [(Bn-1 x Bn)/2]}. Result: IBR (average of 
different arrangements of biomarkers in the set). 
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Since the value of IBR is obtained by summing up the parameters derived from the actual biomarker 
values, i.e., after the calculation steps 1–4, it is directly dependent on the number of biomarkers in the 
set. Thus, in the results section the values of IBR are given divided by the number of biomarkers used in 
each case and termed as IBR/n. It should also be noted that because the calculation method of IBR is 
based on relative differences between the biomarker responses in each given data set it is necessary to 
re-calculate all the index values each time when making new comparisons, e.g., adding new sites or 
comparing seasonal values. 

Conclusions (if applicable) 

The selection of the integration method should be made objectively and according to the suitability of 
the available data. All the methodologies have their pros and cons and the user should be aware of the 
basis of the calculations, and, if possible, even try out different methodologies for the same data sets. 
Importantly, expert advice in selecting the most suitable method is always required. Careful 
documentation of the methodology used is of utmost necessity. 
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